
 

Into The 

Unknown 

ENGLISH 

We are going to be really spoilt this term by the 

fantastic range of texts that are written all about our 

intrepid explorers and adventures.  There will be many 

opportunities to explore non-fiction texts in order to 

gain an understanding about the geographical and 

historical elements of the curriculum. Poetry, 

adventure stories and the world of Vashti Hardy are all 

going play a part in helping us develop our writing 

skills. 

 

MATHS 

We will begin the term by getting to grips with big 

numbers; really, really big numbers! We will 

become masters of the four operations: addition, 

subtraction, multiplication and division. 

Then it is off to the world of fractions.  We will be 

learning to add, subtract, multiply and divide them; 

putting our time table knowledge to really good 

use! 

 

SCIENCE & COMPUTING 

During the Autumn term we will be focusing on 

Electricity and Light.  We will be studying light and 

developing our understanding of how it travels, is 

reflected and is refracted.  Our electricity unit gives 

us opportunities to explore circuits and investigate 

the variables which affect electrical power.   

In Computing we will be learning about computer 

networks and how these work.  We will also be 

developing our understanding about how to keep 

safe online. 

 

PSHE 

We will create ground rules to establish 

a constructive learning environment 

based on principles from previous years. 

 

HISTORY & GEOGRAPHY 

In this topic will learn about the amazing people who 

pushed the boundaries of knowledge through 

exploration.  Beginning with the Tudor explorers, 

through Scott and Shackleton, and then into space; 

we will consider how their feats have altered our 

understanding of the world. 

 
 

THE ARTS 

The focus of our artist work will be portraiture.  We 

will explore this important art form through the 

work of Hans Holbein, Roy Lichtenstein and Andy 

Warhol. 

In music we will be learning about Gustav Holst’s 

Planet Suite. 

 

RE 

During this term we will consider how 

the actions of King Henry VIII changed 

Christianity in the UK during Tudor 

times. 

PE 

We will be getting off to a flying start, developing 

our attacking and defending skills in games.  The 

jitterbug will inspire our dance lessons this term. 

 

FRENCH 

During this term we will be learning vocabulary 

and practising the pronunciation which would 

help us to go shopping in a French town. 


